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Abstra t. Our aim in this arti le is to study the long time behavior of a family of singularly
perturbed Cahn-Hilliard equations with singular (and, in parti ular, logarithmi ) potentials.
In parti ular, we are able to onstru t a ontinuous family of exponential attra tors (as the
perturbation parameter goes to 0). Furthermore, using these exponential attra tors, we are
able to prove the existen e of the nite dimensional global attra tor whi h attra ts the bounded
sets of initial data for all the possible values of the spatial average of the order parameter,
hen e improving previous results whi h required strong restri tions on the size of the spatial
domain and to work on spa es on whi h the average of the order parameter is pres ribed.
Finally, we are able, in one and two spa e dimensions, to separate the solutions from the
singular values of the potential, whi h allows us to redu e the problem to one with a regular
potential. Unfortunately, for the unperturbed problem in three spa e dimensions, we need
additional assumptions on the potential, whi h prevents us from proving su h a result for
logarithmi potentials.

Introdu tion.

In this arti le, we are interested in the study of the long time behavior of the CahnHilliard equation with singular potentials (and, in parti ular, with logarithmi potentials).
The Cahn-Hilliard equation (see [1℄ and [2℄) is very important in material s ien e. It
des ribes important qualitative behavior of two-phase systems, namely, the transitions of
phases in binary alloys. This an be observed when the alloy is ooled down suÆ iently.
One an then observe a partial nu leation, i.e., the apparition of nu leides, or a total
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nu leation, the so- alled spinodal de omposition. In that ase, the material qui kly be omes
inhomogeneous and forms a ne-grained stru ture, more or less alternating between the
two omponents of the alloy (see [1℄ and [2℄). From a mathemati al point of view, the
spinodal de omposition orresponds to an unstable homogeneous equilibrium. We refer
the reader to [3℄ and [4℄ for a qualitative study of the spinodal de omposition. In a se ond
stage, alled oarsening, the mi rostru tures observed after the spinodal de omposition
oarsen. The oarsening o urs at a slower time s ale and is less understood (see e.g. [5℄
and [6℄). So, in view of a better understanding of these phenomena, it seems useful to have
a good understanding of the asymptoti behavior of the equation, and also to have some
understanding of the transient dynami s. In this arti le, we are more spe i ally interested
in the study of nite dimensional attra tors (in the sense of the Hausdor and the fra tal
dimensions). In parti ular, the existen e of su h sets would indi ate that the long time
behavior of the system, and also, in some sense, the phenomena observed, only involve a
nite number of degrees of freedom.
The starting point in the Cahn-Hilliard theory is the free energy, also alled GinzburgLandau free energy, whi h goes ba k to van der Waals (see [7℄) and is of the form
= (u; ru) = 2 jruj2 + F (u);

where u = u(t; x) is the order parameter (a res aled density of atoms), F is the potential,
a double-well potential whose wells orrespond to the phases of the material, and  > 0 is
related to the surfa e tension. For simpli ity, we will take  = 1 in this arti le. This leads
to the following fourth-order paraboli equation for the order parameter:

t u = x (x u f (u));
(0.1)
n u  = n x u  = 0; u t=0 = u0 ;
where f (u) := F 0(u) and is a bounded smooth domain of R 3 .
A slightly more ompli ated model, whi h is based on a new balan e law for mi rofor es
and whi h takes into a ount the working of internal mi rofor es, was introdu ed in [8℄ (we
an note that mi rofor es des ribe for es whi h are asso iated with mi ros opi on gurations of atoms, whereas standard for es are asso iated with ma ros opi length s ales,
hen e a reason to onsider separate balan e laws for mi rofor es and standard for es). For
an isotropi material, this leads to the following generalization of equation (0.1):

t u = x (x u "t u f (u));
(0.2)
n u  = n x u  = 0; u t=0 = u0 ;
where " is a (small) positive parameter and where the term "t u des ribes the in uen e
of the internal mi rofor es. This equation an also be viewed as a vis ous Cahn-Hilliard
equation, see e.g. [9℄.
These equations have been studied intensively; see e.g. the review arti les [10℄ and [11℄
and, among many referen es, [9℄, [12℄, [13℄, [14℄, [15℄, [16℄, [17℄, [18℄, [19℄, [20℄, [21℄, [22℄,
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[23℄, [24℄, [25℄, [26℄ and [27℄. In parti ular, in the ase of regular potentials, the problem
is well understood and one has existen e and uniqueness of solutions and existen e of the
nite dimensional global attra tor.
However, logarithmi nonlinear intera tion fun tions f (u) = F 0 (u) of the form
1 + u; 0 < < ;
(0.3)
f (u) = flog (u) :=
u + ln
1 u
are more relevant from the physi al point of view, see e.g. [1℄, [2℄ and [10℄. A tually, in
order to simplify the equation, one often approximates logarithmi potentials by regular
potentials su h as, in parti ular, polynomials of degree four. In that ase, the additional
ondition
(0.4)
1 < u(t; x) < 1; for almost every (t; x) 2 R +  ;
must be imposed to the order parameter u(t; x). It would be important to prove that, in
the ase of regular potentials, the order parameter also satis es (0.4). At the moment,
however, this seems out of rea h, due to the la k of a maximum prin iple for fourth-order
paraboli equations.
The rst existen e and uniqueness results for the lassi al Cahn-Hilliard equation with
a logarithmi potential were obtained in [20℄; see also [19℄ and [28℄ for mobilities whi h
depend on the order parameter and whi h degenerate. In parti ular, in order to prove the
existen e of solutions, one approximates the singular potential by regular ones and then
passes to the limit. The numeri al analysis of su h equations an be found in [12℄, [29℄ and
[30℄.
The long time behavior of the Cahn-Hilliard equation (0.1) with a logarithmi potential
was studied in [28℄. In parti ular, the authors obtained the existen e of the global attra tor.
In that ase, however, the study of the nite dimensionality of the global attra tor is mu h
more diÆ ult than in the ase of regular potentials. Indeed, the lassi al s heme, based on
the Lyapunov exponents and on the volume ontra tion method (see e.g. [27℄), requires
that the orresponding semigroup is (quasi)di erentiable on the global attra tor. This
di erentiability is a rather deli ate problem for the Cahn-Hilliard equation with singular
(e.g. logarithmi ) potentials and, to the best of our knowledge, it an be solved only when
every point of the global attra tor A is separated from the singular points of the potential,
i.e. when
(0.5)
kAkL1( )  1 Æ;
for some onstant Æ 2℄0; 1[. Under this assumption, the di erentiability of the semigroup
an be proven exa tly as in the ase of regular potentials. Unfortunately, the existen e of
su h a onstant Æ is also a highly nontrivial problem whi h has been solved in [28℄ only for
small domains . Moreover, for te hni al reasons related to the volume ontra tion method,
the authors ould only onsider subspa es of the phase spa e on whi h the average of the
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order parameter is a given onstant, whi h is not entirely satisfa tory. Analogous results
for equation (0.2) with a logarithmi potential of the form (0.3) have been obtained in [16℄.
One of the aims of this arti le is to improve the results of [16℄ and [28℄. In parti ular,
we prove that the global attra tors A", "  0, asso iated with problems (0.2) with a
logarithmi potential have nite dimension for arbitrary three-dimensional domains (and
not only for small domains as it was the ase previously). Moreover, we also onstru t a
robust family of exponential attra tors M" for problems (0.2) whi h tend to the exponential
attra tor M0 asso iated with the limit problem (0.1) as " ! 0:
(0.6)
distsym;L1( ) (M"; M0)  C" ;
where the onstants C and  an be omputed expli itly. We note that this result does
not require that the orresponding semigroups are quasidi erentiable, and, thus, does not
require that the analogue of (0.5) is satis ed. We also onsider a more general lass of
(singular) nonlinearities f 2 C 1 ( 1; 1) whi h satisfy the following assumptions:

1: limz!1 f (z) = 1;
(0.7)
2: limz!1 f 0 (z) = +1:
We re all that, in ontrast to exponential attra tors, global attra tors are, in general,
only upper semi ontinuous with respe t to perturbations. So, in general, one does not
expe t that estimate (0.6) is satis ed for global attra tors. Indeed, the lower semi ontinuity
of global attra tors is mu h more deli ate to prove and usually requires some kind of
\hyperboli ity assumption" on the unperturbed attra tor A0. For instan e, there exists a
rather wide lass of global attra tors (the so- alled regular attra tors in the terminology
of Babin and Vishik) whi h are upper and lower semi ontinuous and satisfy estimate (0.6)
under natural assumptions on the perturbations (they are also exponential), see e.g. [31℄
and [32℄. This theory requires, however, the existen e of a global Lyapunov fun tion and
the hyperboli ity of all the equilibria of the system under onsideration.
In the ase of the Cahn-Hilliard equation (0.1), we obviously have a global Lyapunov
fun tion, but the se ond assumption on the hyperboli ity of the equilibria is rather deli ate
to prove, even in the ase of regular potentials. Indeed, even though this assumption is in
some sense \generi ", it is very diÆ ult to verify for on rete values of the physi al parameters (say, , and ) and, to the best of our knowledge, this problem has been solved only
for one-dimensional domains , see [33℄ and [34℄. Moreover, even in that ase, it is un lear
how to estimate the onstants C and  (in (0.6)) in terms of the parameters , and
for regular attra tors. On the ontrary, estimate (0.6) for exponential attra tors requires
neither the existen e of a global Lyapunov fun tion nor any \hyperboli ity assumption"
and usually holds under natural assumptions on the system under onsideration, see [35℄,
[36℄ and [37℄ for details. Moreover, as it an be seen from the proof of estimate (0.6) (see
Se tions 1 and 4), the onstants C and  an be estimated expli itly in terms of the physi al
parameters of the problem although we do not give the expli it formulae here.
Thus, exponential attra tors are more robust and, perhaps, more suitable obje ts than
global attra tors for the study of dynami al systems depending on parameters. We refer
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the reader to [35℄, [36℄, [37℄ and [38℄ for more detailed dis ussions on the robustness of
exponential attra tors in di erent situations in luding the problem of the approximation of
a PDE in an unbounded domain by the same PDE in bounded domains, whi h is known to
be very singular at the level of global attra tors, see [36℄. Furthermore, the global attra tor
may be trivial, say, redu ed to one point, and may thus fail to apture important transient
dynami s. Again, an exponential attra tor may be a better obje t. Indeed, the traje tories
will be attra ted to any exponential attra tor exponentially fast and will then onverge to
the global attra tor at a slower rate. This bears some resemblan e to what an be observed
in the phase separation pro ess des ribed by the Cahn-Hilliard equation, i.e., the spinodal
de omposition followed by a slower pro ess, the oarsening.
This arti le is organized as follows.
In se tion 1, we prove an abstra t result on the onstru tion of a ontinuous (with
respe t to perturbations) family of exponential attra tors. This result generalizes previous
onstru tions given in [35℄, [37℄ and [39℄. Also, here, we do not have the ontinuity up to
time shifts as it was the ase in [38℄. Su h a generalization is ne essary in order to be able
to treat the spe i diÆ ulties indu ed by singular potentials.
In se tion 2, we derive several a priori estimates whi h are of fundamental signi an e
for what follows. In parti ular, we prove that every solution u(t) of equation (0.2) with
" > 0 is separated from the singular points of the nonlinearity. The latter means that, for
every " > 0 and  > 0, there exists a stri tly positive onstant Æ;" su h that every solution
u(t) of (0.2) satis es
(0.8)
ku(t)kL1( )  1 Æ;" ; 8t  :
This result shows that the additional term "t u in the right-hand side of equation (0.2)
regularizes the lassi al Cahn-Hilliard equation (0.1) with a singular potential. We note
that the onstant Æ;" in estimate (0.8) tends to zero as " ! 0 so that this estimate does
not provide any information for the limit equation (0.1).
The existen e and uniqueness of a solution u(t) for problem (0.2), "  0, is obtained in
Se tion 3. We prove the existen e of solutions for (0.1) with singular potentials by using
the (physi ally relevant) regularization (0.2). Hen e, our proof is di erent from those in
[19℄, [20℄ and [28℄, where the problem is regularized by approximating the singular potential
by regular ones.
In Se tion 4, we apply the abstra t s heme given in Se tion 1 in order to onstru t a
ontinuous (as the perturbation parameter goes to 0) family of exponential attra tors for
our problem. As a onsequen e, we also obtain the existen e of the nite dimensional global
attra tor without any assumption on the size of the spatial domain as it was the ase in
[16℄ and [28℄.
In Se tion 4, we work on spa es on whi h the average of the order parameter is pres ribed.
As a onsequen e, the exponential attra tors (and also the global attra tors) onstru ted
depend a priori on this value of the average of the order parameter. However, in Se tion 5,
we are able to onstru t a ontinuous family of exponential attra tors that do not depend
on the average of the order parameter. Furthermore, using these exponential attra tors,
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we are able to onstru t the nite dimensional global attra tor whi h attra ts the bounded
sets of initial data for all the possible values of the average of the order parameter, whi h
is more satisfa tory from the physi al point of view. Su h a result would be more diÆ ult
to prove for exponential attra tors and will be studied elsewhere (see Remark 5.2).
Finally, we obtain in Se tion 6 uniform (with respe t to the perturbation parameter)
1
L -bounds on the solutions. Su h estimates allow to separate the solutions of (0.1) from
the singular points of the potential and thus to redu e the problem to one with a regular
potential. Unfortunately, in three spa e dimensions, we need additional assumptions on
the potential and are thus not able to onsider logarithmi potentials. However, we are
able to prove su h a result for logarithmi potentials in one and two spa e dimensions.
For the reader's onvenien e, several properties of the nonlinear intera tion fun tion are
olle ted in an appendix.
x1 Perturbations of exponential attra

tors: the abstra t setting.

In this se tion, we give a generalization of an abstra t result on the onstru tion of
uniform exponential attra tors for a singularly perturbed family of maps, whi h is given in
[35℄ and [37℄. This result will be applied to our problem in Se tion 4. In order to do so, we
use the on ept of the Kolmogorov "-entropy.
De nition 1.1. Let K be a (pre) ompa t set in a metri spa e V . Then, due to the
Hausdor riterium, for every  > 0, the set K an be overed by a nite number of balls in V . Let N (K; V ) be the minimal number of su h balls. Then, by de nition, the
Kolmogorov -entropy of K is the following number:
H  (K; V ) := ln N (K; V )
(see e.g. [40℄ for details). We re all that the fra tal dimension of the set K an be expressed
in terms of the -entropy:
H  (K; V )
dimF (K; V ) := lim sup
ln 1 :
!0+
We are now in a position to formulate our abstra t s heme.
Let E (") and E 1 ("), " 2 [0; 1℄, be two families
of Bana h spa es (whi h are embedded into
a larger topologi al spa e V ) su h that E 1(") b E ("), for every " 2 [0; 1℄. We also assume
that these ompa t embeddings are uniform with respe t to " in the following sense:
(1.1)
H  (B (0; 1; E 1(")); E ("))  M (); 8 > 0;
where M () is some monotoni fun tion whi h is independent of " (here and below, we
denote by B (v; R; V ) the R-ball in V entered at v).
We further assume that we are given a family of losed sets B"  E (") and a family of
maps S" : B" ! B" su h that
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1. The set B0 is a subset of E ("), for every " 2 [0; 1℄, and
(1.2)

kb0kE (")  C1 kb0 kE (0) + C2 "; 8b0 2 B0 :

2. There exists a family of sets C"  B" su h that, for every b1" ;
estimate holds:
(1.3)

b2" 2 C" , the following

kS" b1" S" b2" kE 1 (")  K kb1" b2" kE (");

where K is independent of ".
3. There exist nonlinear \proje tors" " : B" ! B0 su h that "B" = B0 and
(1.4)

kS"(k) b" S0(k) "b" kE (")  C"Lk ;

for every b" 2 B" , where the onstants C and L are independent of " (here and in what
follows, S"(k) denotes the kth iteration of the map S" ).
4. The sets C" satisfy the following uniform re urren e property: there exist Æ > 0 and
N 2 N (whi h are independent of ") su h that, for every b" 2 B" , at least one of the sets
(1.5)

S" (B" \ B (b" ; Æ; E ("));    ; S"(N 1) (B" \ B (b" ; Æ; E ("))

is a subset of C" .
5. The sets B" an be overed by a nite number of Æ-balls and
(1.6)

HÆ

(B" ; E ("))  M0 < 1;

where M0 is independent of ".
6. The maps S" are uniformly Lips hitz on B" :
(1.7)

kS"(k) b1 S"(k) b2kE (")  CeLk kb1 b2 kE ("); 8b1 ; b2 2 B" ; 8k 2 N ;

where C and L are independent of ".
Thus, in ontrast to previous results (see [35℄ and [37℄), we now assume the smoothing
property (1.3) on the \re urrent" subsets C" of the phase spa e B" only. This will be
important when applying the abstra t result given in this se tion to our problem, sin e, as
we will see in the next se tions below, we annot prove that in general the solutions of the
( lassi al) Cahn-Hilliard equation are separated from the singular values of the potential
and, onsequently, we annot obtain the smoothing property (1.3) for every b1" and b2"
belonging to the whole phase spa e B" .
The main result of this se tion is the following theorem.
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Theorem 1.1. Let assumptions (1.1){(1.7) hold. Then there exists a family of exponential
attra tors M"  B" for the maps S" su h that S" M"  M" , and the following onditions
are satis ed:
1. The rate of exponential attra tion is uniform with respe t to ":

(1.8)

distE (") (S"(k)B" ; M")  C3 e

k ;

where the positive onstants C3 and  are independent of " and where dist denotes the
Hausdor semidistan e.
2. The sets M" are ompa t in E ("), for every " 2 [0; 1℄, and their Kolmogorov -entropy
is uniformly bounded with respe t to ":

(1.9)

H

(M"; E ("))  C4 ln 1 + C40 ;

where the positive onstants C4 and C40 are independent of " and  > 0. Therefore, their
fra tal dimension is also uniformly bounded with respe t to ".
3. The symmetri distan e between M" and M0 satis es

(1.10)

distsym;E (") (M"; M0)  C5 " :
Moreover, the onstants Ci ; i = 3; 4; 5; and 0 <  < 1 an be omputed expli itly.
 0 for S0(N ) . To this end,
Proof. We rst onstru t an appropriate exponential attra tor M
we onstru t a family of sets Vi  S0(Ni) B0 , i = 0; 1; 2;    , by the following indu tive
pro edure. We re all that, due to (1.6), there exists a overing of the set BN0 by a nite
number N0 := eM0 of Æ-balls in the metri of E (0). Let V0 := fb10 ;    ; b0 0 g  B0 be
the enters
of these balls. We assume that the (set
Vk is already onstru ted su h that
(
Nk
)
Nk
)
k
Vk  S0 B0 and Vk is an Rk := Æ=2 -net of S0 B0 . We then onstru t the next set
Vk+1 preserving these properties. To this end, we x an arbitrary bk 2 Vk and onsider the
images of the Æ=2k -balls entered at bk . Then, a ording to the re urren e property (1.5)
and the Lips hitz ontinuity (1.7), there exists N (bk )  N 1 su h that
(1.11)
S0(N (bk )) (B0 \ B (bk ; Rk ; E (0)))  C0 \ B (S0(N (bk )) bk ; CRk 2L(N
Using now the smoothing property (1.3), we nd

1) ; E (0)):

(1.12) S0(N (bk )+1) (B0 \ B (bk ; Rk ; E (0)))  B (S (N (bk )+1) bk ; CKRk 2L(N 1) ; E 1(0)):
We now re all that E 1 (0) b E (0). Consequently, there exists a overing of the right-hand
side of (1.12) by a nite number of Rk =(C 2L(N 1)+2 )-balls in E (0). We x a overing with
a minimal number of su h balls and denote by Wk (bk ) the set of all the enters of this
8

overing (without loss of generality, we an assume that Wk (bk )  B0 ). Furthermore, we
note that
(1.13) #Wk (bk ) =


(
N (bk )+1)
L
(
N
1)
1
bk ; CKRk 2
; E (0)); E (0) =
= NRk =(C 2L(N 1)+2) B (S0
= N1=(C 2K 22L(N 1)+2) B (0; 1; E 1(0)); E (0) 


 exp M (1=(C 2 K 22L(N 1)+2 )) := P0 :
It is essential for us that the number P0 de ned in (1.13) be independent of k (and of b 2 Vk ;
moreover, thanks 1to (1.1), this number
will be independent of " as well if we repla e the
1
spa es E (0) and E (0) by E (") and E (")).
Thus, due to (1.11)-(1.13), we have the following embedding:
(1.14) S0(N (bk )+1) (B0 \ B (bk ; Rk ; E (0)))  [b2Wk (bk ) B (b; Rk =(C 2L(N 1)+2 ); E (0)):
Using (1.14), the Lips hitz ontinuity (1.7) and the fa t that N (bk ) + 1  N , we obtain
(1.15)

S0(N ) (B0 \ B (bk ; Rk ; E (0)))  [b2Wk (bk ) B (S (N N (bk ) 1) b; Rk =4); E (0))

and, therefore, the Rk =4-balls entered at the points of [bk 2Vk S (N N (bk ) 1) W (bk ) over
the set S0((k+1)N ) B0 . Moreover, in reasing the radius of the balls by a fa tor of two, we an
assume that the enters of the overing belong to S ((k+1)N ) B0 . We denote by Vk+1 the set
onsisting of all these enters.
Thus, we have onstru ted by indu tion a family of sets Vk  S0(Nk) B0 , k 2 N , whi h
satisfy the following properties:
(
1: #Vk  N0P0k ;

(1.16)
2: distE (0) S0(Nk) B0 ; Vk  Æ2 k :
We now de ne a new family of sets Ek , k 2 N , by the following indu tive formula:
E1 := V1 ; Ek+1 := S0(N ) Ek [ Vk+1 :

Then, obviously
(1.17)

8
>
>
<

1: Ek  S0(Nk) B0 ; S0(N ) Ek  Ek+1;
2
: #Ek  N0 P0k+1 ;


>
>
(Nk)
: 3: dist
E (0) S0 B0 ; Ek  Æ 2 k :
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We nally set
(1.18)
M 00 := [k2N Ek ; M 0 := [M 00℄E (0);
where [℄V denotes the losure in V . It is not diÆ ult to verify that the set M 0 is an
exponential attra tor for the map S0 := S0(N ) on B0 . Indeed, (1:17)1 and (1.18) imply that
S0 M 0  M 0 and the exponential attra tion (1.8) is an immediate orollary of (1:17)3.
Furthermore, it follows from (1:17)2, together with (1:17)1, that, for every k 2 N , we have
(1.19)

NÆ2

k

 0 ; E (0))  X #El  kN0P0k+1 ;
k (M
l=1

whi h immediately implies (1.9) (see [39℄ for details).
We now onstru t the exponential attra tors M " fo the maps S" := S"(N ) in the ase
 0 as in [37℄. For the reader's onvenien e,
" > 0, using the onstru tion of the attra tor M
we brie y re all this onstru tion.
We x inverse images of the sets Ek under the maps S0(k) (this is possible due to (1:17)1).
To be more pre ise, we assume that the family of sets Ebk  B0 is su h that
(1.20)
1: S0(k) Ebk = Ek ; 2: #Ebk = #Ek  N0 P0k+1:
We x an arbitrary " 2 (0; 1℄ and arbitrary liftings of the sets Ebk  B0 to B" with respe t
to the proje tors ", i.e., the Ebk (")  B" are su h that
(1.21)
1: "Ebk (") = Ebk ; 2: #Ebk (") = #Ek  N0 P0k+1 :
Su h liftings exist sin e "B" = B0 . We nally set E~k (") := S"(k) Ebk ("). Then, as proven in
[37℄, estimates (1.2), (1.4) and (1:17)3 imply that


(
k
)
~
(1.22)
distE (") S" B" ; Ek (")  2C"LNk + C1 Æ2 k + C2 ";
where the onstants C , C1, C2 and L are de ned in (1.2) and (1.4). Let now k(") and
0 <  < 1 be the solutions of
(1.23)
"LNk = 2 k = " ;
=" and  =
ln 2
i.e., k(") = N lnlnL1+ln
2
N ln L+ln 2 . Then it follows from (1.4), (1.22) and (1.23) that


8
~k ("); Ek  C 0 " ;
< 1: distsym;E (") E


(1.24)
(k)
: 2: dist
E (") S" B" ; E~k (")  C 00 Æ 2 k ;
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for every 1  k  k("), where the onstants C 0 and C 00 are independent of k and ".
Thus, we an take Ek (") := E~k ("), if k  k("). In order to onstru t the sets Ek (") for
k > k("), we forget the sets E~k (") and onstru t them by the indu tive pro edure des ribed
above (for the ase " = 0), based on (1.3) and (1.5), but starting from Ek(") ("). Finally,
we have a family of sets Ek (") whi h satisfy the following onditions:
(1.25)

(

1: Ek (")  S"(k) B" ; S" Ek (")  Ek+1 ("); #Ek (")  N0P0k+1 ;
2: distE (") S"(k) B" ; Ek (")  C 0 Æ2 k :

Moreover, for k  k("), we have
distsym;E (")(Ek ("); Ek )  C 00 " :
We then de ne the exponential attra tor M " as follows:
(1.27)
M0" := [k2N Ek ("); M " := [M0"℄E (") :

(1.26)

It is proven in [35℄ and [37℄ that the family of sets M " thus de ned is indeed a family of
robust exponential attra tors for the maps S" := S"(N ) , whi h satis es all the assumptions
of Theorem 1.1.
The robust family of exponential attra tors M" for the initial maps S" , " 2 [0; 1℄, an
now be de ned (in terms of the attra tors M " for S" := S"(N ) onstru ted above) by the
following standard expression:
(1.28)
M" := [Ni=01 S"(i) M ";
and Theorem 1.1 is proven.
Remark 1.1. It is essential for the next se tions below to note that M" satis es
(1.29)

M"  S" B" :
x2 Uniform a priori estimates.

In this se tion, we derive several a priori estimates on the solutions of equation (0.2),
whi h play a fundamental role for what follows. In order to obtain these results, we rewrite
(following [18℄ and [35℄) the initial problem (0.2) in the following equivalent form (see
Remark 3.1 below):

"t u + ( x )N1 t u = x u f (u) + hf (u)i ; "  0;
(2.1)
n u  = 0; u t=0 = u0 ;
11

where hvi := j 1 j R v(x) dx denotes the spatial average of the fun tion v and ( x )N1 is
the inverse Lapla e operator2 in asso iated with Neumann boundary
onditions, whi h is
2
well de ned on the spa e L0 ( ) of the fun tions belonging to L ( ) with zero average:
(2.2)
( x )N1 : L20( ) ! L20( ); L20 ( ) := fv 2 L2 ( ); hvi = 0g:
We also re all that equation (2.1) (or, equivalently, equation (0.2)) possesses a onservation
law
(2.3)
hu(t)i  hu0i ; 8t  0:
Therefore, we impose the additional ondition
(2.4)
hu0i = m0 ; jm0 j  1 ; for some xed  2℄0; 1[;
to the initial value u0 . We also de ne, for every m0 2 [ 1 + ; 1 ℄, the phase spa e D m" 0
for this problem as follows:
(2.5) D m" 0 := v 2 H 2 ( ); n v  = 0; kvkL1( )  1; hvi = m0 ;
f (v ) 2 L2 ( ); "1=2  2 L2 ( ) and  2 H 1 ( );
where  := (" + ( x )N1 ) 1 [x v f (v) + hf (v)i℄ ;
and the \norm" in the spa e D m" 0 is de ned as follows:
(2.6)
kvk2Dm" 0 := kvk2H 2 ( ) + kf (v)k2L2( ) + "kk2L2 ( ) + kk2HN 1 ( ) ;
where HN 1 ( ) := [H 1( )℄0.
In this se tion, we only give a formal derivation of the a priori estimates for u(t), assuming that u(t) is a suÆ iently regular fun tion whi h satis es the additional assumption
(2.7)
kukL1(R+ ) < 1:
This assumption will be relaxed in the next se tion below (see De nition 3.1).
The main result of this se tion is the following theorem whi h gives a dissipative estimate
in the spa e D m" 0 .
Theorem 2.1. Let the nonlinearity f satisfy assumptions (0.7) and let u(t) be a solution
of equation (2.1) whi h satis es (2.7). Then the following estimate holds:
(2.8)

ku(t)k2m0
D"

+

Z t+1

t

kt u(s)k2H 1 ( ) ds  Q(ku(0)kDm" 0 )(1 t) + C ; 8t  0;

where (z ) is the Heaviside fun tion and where the onstant C and the monotoni fun tion
Q may depend on , but are independent of " 2 [0; 1℄ and u(t).
Proof. We rst prove the nondissipative analogue of estimate (2.8).
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Lemma 2.1. Let the above assumptions hold. Then, for every T > 0, there exists a
monotoni fun tion Q;T depending on  and T su h that

ku(t)k2m0

(2.9)

D"

+

Z t+1

t

kt u(s)k2H 1( ) ds  Q;T (ku(0)kDm" 0 )

holds uniformly with respe t to " and t  T .
Proof. We di erentiate equation (2.1) with respe

t to t and set (t) := t u(t). Then we
have
(2.10)
"t  + ( x )N1 t  = x  f 0 (u) + hf 0 (u)i ; n   = 0:
Multiplying this equation by (t), integrating over and noting that h(t)i  0 (due to
the onservation law (2.3)) and that f 0 (v)  K (due to assumption (0:7)2), we obtain
(2.11)
t ["k(t)k2L2 ( ) + k(t)k2H 1 ( ) ℄ + krx (t)k2L2 ( )  2K k(t)k2L2( ) :
N
Applying the interpolation inequality kk2L2 ( )  C krx kL2 ( ) kkHN 1 ( ) and Gronwall's
inequality to (2.11), we have
(2.12)

"k(t)k2 2

Z t+1

2
L ( ) + k(t)kHN 1 ( ) +
t

k(s)k2H 1( ) ds
 C 0 eK 0 t ("k(0)k2L2( ) + k(0)k2HN 1 ( ) );

where the onstants C 0 and K 0 are independent of " and u. We note that the right-hand
side of (2.12) an be uniformly (with respe t to ") estimated by ku(0)kDm" 0 . Thus, estimate
(2.12) implies the -part of estimate (2.9). In order to obtain the u-part, we rewrite
equation (2.1) as follows:
(2.13) x u(t) f (u(t)) + hf (u(t))i = h(t) := "(t) + ( x )N1(t); n u(t)  = 0;
and interpret this equation as an ellipti problem, for every xed t  0. We multiply (2.13)
by x u(t) and integrate over . Then, sin e hx u(t)i = 0 and f 0 (v)  K , we nd, using
estimate (2.12),
(2.14)
kx u(t)k2L2( )  K krx u(t)k2L2( ) + C 00 eK 0 t ku0k2D m" 0 :
Using now the interpolation inequality krx vk2L2( )  C 000 kx vkL2( ) kvkL2( ) and the fa t
that ku(t)kL1( )  1, we dedu e from (2.14) the inequality
(2.15)

ku(t)k2H 2( )  C1 eK 0 t ku0 k2D m" 0 + C10 :
13

It then follows from (2.12), (2.13) and (2.15) that
kf (u(t)) hf (u(t))ik2L2( )  C2 eK 0 t ku0 k2D m" 0 + C20

(2.16)

and, onsequently (due to (2.3) and Proposition A.2),
(2.17)

j hf (u(t))ij  Q;T (ku0kD m" 0 ); 8t  T;

where the monotoni fun tion Q;T is independent of ". Estimates (2.12) and (2.15)-(2.17)
imply (2.9), hen e Lemma 2.1.
The next lemma gives the uniform (with respe t to ") smoothing property for the solutions of equation (2.1).
Lemma 2.2. Let the above assumptions hold. Then, for every  > 0, there exists a
onstant C; su h that

ku(t)k2m0

(2.18)

D"

+

Z t+1

t

kt u(s)k2H 1( ) ds  C;

holds uniformly with respe t to " 2 [0; 1℄, t   and u0 2 D m
" 0.

We rst note that, rewriting equation (2.1) in the form (2.13) and arguing as in
the end of the proof of Lemma 2.1, we an easily obtain estimate (2.18), provided that the
following estimate holds:

Proof.

(2.19)

"kt u(t)k2L2 ( ) + kt u(t)k2H 1 ( )  C; ;
N

8t  ;

where C; is independent of " and u. Moreover, it is suÆ ient to verify (2.19) for t = 
only (the general ase an be redu ed to this one by an appropriate time shift). To this
end, we set w(t) := u(t) m0 , where m0 := hu(t)i  hu0 i, multiply equation (2.1) by w(t)
and integrate over [0; ℄  . Then, employing hw(t)i = 0, we have
(2.20)

Z 

0

krx u(s)k2 2

Sin e kw(t)kL1(
(2.21)

Z 

0

L ( ) ds +

Z Z

0

f (m0 + w(s)):w(s) dx ds

= 12 ["kw(s)k2L2( ) + kw(s)k2HN 1 ( ) ℄0 :
)  2 and jm0 j  1 , we nd, using estimates (A.3) and (A.4)

krx w(s)k2 2

L ( ) ds +

Z Z

0

F (u(s)) dx ds +
14

Z Z

0

jf (u(s))j dx ds  C0 ( + 1);

where F (v) := R0v f (z) dz is the potential. Multiplying equation (2.1) by tt u(t), integrating
over [0; ℄  and using estimate (2.21), we obtain
Z 
1
(2.22)
t("kt u(t)k2L2 ( ) + ku(t)k2H 1 ( ) ) dt + krx u()k2L2( )
N
2
0
Z 
Z Z
Z
1
2
00 :
F (u(t)) dx dt  C;
+  F (u()) dx = 2 krx u(t)kL2( ) dt +
0

0

Di erentiating now equation (2.1) with respe t to t, setting (t) := t u(t), multiplying the
equation that we obtain (i.e. (2.10)) by t2(t) and integrating over [0; ℄  , we have
(2.23)

Z 

2
t2 kt u(t)k2H 1 ( ) dt
L ( ) + kt u()kHN 1 ( ) ) + 2
Z 
Z  0
 2K t2kt u(t)k2L2( ) dt + t("kt u(t)k2L2( ) + kt u(t)k2HN 1 ( ) ) dt;
0
0

2 ("kt u()k2 2

where we have used the inequality f 0 (v)  K . Using nally (2.22) and the interpolation
inequality kvk2L2( )  C kvkH 1 ( ) kvkHN 1 ( ) in order to estimate the right-hand side of
(2.23), we obtain estimate (2.19), whi h nishes the proof of Lemma 2.2.
It nally remains to note that estimate (2.8) is an immediate onsequen e of (2.9) and
(2.18) to nish the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Remark 2.1. We note that the proof of Theorem 2.1 does not make use of the spa e
dimension. Consequently, the a priori estimate (2.8) remains valid in any spa e dimension.
The next orollary gives an estimate of f (u) in the spa e L2 ([t; t + 1℄; L1( )), whi h is
of fundamental signi an e for what follows.
Corollary 2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then the solution u(t) of problem (2.1) satis es the following estimate:
(2.24)

Z t+1

t

kf (u(s))k2L1( ) ds  C; ; 8t  ;

where the onstant C; depends on  and , but is independent of ", t and u(t).
Proof. We rst note that it is suÆ ient to prove (2.24) for t =  only (the general

ase
an be easily redu ed to this one by an appropriate time shift). To this end, we rewrite
problem (2.1) as a se ond-order paraboli equation:
(2.25)
"t u x u + f (u) = h~ := hf (u)i ( x )N1 t u:
Then, a ording to estimate (2.18) and to the embedding H 3( )  L1 ( ), we have
0 ; 8t  =2;
(2.26)
kh~ kL2([t;t+1℄;L1( ))  C;
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0 . We set h (t) := kh~ (t)kL1 ( ) and onsider the followith an appropriate onstant C;
wing two auxiliary ODEs:
(2.27)
"y0 + f (y ) = h ; 8t  =2; y (=2) := ku(=2)kL1 ( ) :
The solutions y (t) are well de ned, due to assumption (2.7). Moreover, due to the omparison prin iple for se ond-order paraboli equations, we have
(2.28)
y (t)  u(t; x)  y+ (t); 8t  =2; 8x 2 :
On the other hand, it follows from Proposition A.4 and estimate (2.26) that

(2.29)

Z +1



00 :
jf (y(t))j2 dt  C;

Estimate (2.24) is then an immediate onsequen e of (2.28) and (2.29). This nishes the
proof of Corollary 2.1.
To on lude this se tion, we also derive L1 -bounds on the solutions of (2.1), with " > 0.
We emphasize that, in ontrast to all the previous estimates, these bounds are not uniform
with respe t to " ! 0+ .

Corollary 2.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold and let " be stri tly positive.
Then u(t) satis es

(2.30)

ku(t)kL1( )  1 Æ";;; 8t  ;

where the onstant Æ";; > 0 depends on ",  and , but is independent of u(t).
Moreover, if, in addition, we have

(2.31)

ku(0)kL1( )  1 Æ0 ;

for some Æ0 > 0;

then

(2.32)

0 (ku(0)k m0 ); 8t  0;
ku(t)kL1( )  1 Æ";;Æ
D"
0
0
m
onstant Æ";;Æ
0 > 0 depends on ", , Æ0 and ku(0)kD " 0 .

where the
Proof. It follows from (2.18) that

"kt u(t)k2L2 ( )  C; ;

8t  =2;

with an appropriate onstant C; , and, onsequently (due to the embedding H 2 ( ) 
C ( ) and to the fa t that " > 0), we an improve (2.26) as follows:
0 ; 8t  ;
(2.33)
kh~ (t)kL1( )  C;";
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whi h, however, is not uniform with respe t to ". Then, arguing as in the proof of Corollary
2.1, but using estimate (A.16) for the solutions y (t) instead of estimate (A.14), we nd
estimate (2.30).
We now assume that (2.31) holds. Then, using (2.8) instead of (2.18), we an prove that
00 (ku(0)k m0 ); 8t  0:
(2.34)
kh~ (t)kL1( )  C;"
D"
In order to obtain estimate (2.32), it is suÆ ient to onsider the auxiliary solutions y (t)
of (2.27) with the initial onditions y (0) = (1 Æ0 ) de ned on the interval [0; 1), and
to use estimate (A.13) in order to obtain upper and lower bounds on these solutions. This
nishes the proof of Corollary 2.2.
Remark 2.2. Using more a urate estimates on the term W (t) := ( x )N1 t u(t), we an
slightly improve the result of Corollary 2.1 as follows:
Z t+1
(2.35)
kf (u(s))k8L1( ) ds  C; ; 8t  ;
t
where the onstant C; is independent of ". Indeed, it follows from estimate (2.18) and
the ellipti regularity of the Lapla e operator that
(2.36)
kW kL1([t;t+1℄;H 1( )) + kW kL2 ([t;t+1℄;H 3( ))  C0 ; 8t  ;
where C0 is independent of ". Using an appropriate interpolation inequality, it follows from
this estimate that
00
kW kL8([t;t+1℄;L1( ))  C ; 8t  :

Using now estimate (A.17) instead of (A.14) and arguing as in the proof of Corollary 2.1,
we have estimate (2.35).
x3 Existen

e and uniqueness of solutions. The

orresponding semigroups.

In this se tion, we prove the existen e and uniqueness of solutions for problem (2.1) in
the orresponding phase spa es and obtain several auxiliary results whi h will be used in
the next se tion below for the study of exponential attra tors. We rst give the de nition
of a solution of problem (2.1).
De nition 3.1. A fun tion u(t) is a solution of equation (2.1) with u0 2 D m
" 0 if
1
0
(3.1)
u 2 L1 ([0; T ℄; D m
" ) \ C ([0; T ℄; HN ( )); 8T > 0;
and equation (2.1) is satis ed in the sense of distributions.
Remark 3.1. We note that, for regular solutions u(t) (u(t) 2 H 4 ( ) and kukL1 (R+ ) <
1), equations (0.2) and (2.1) are equivalent. If u(t) only belongs to D m" 0 (as in De nition
3.1), equation (2.1) is thus viewed as a de nition of solutions for equation (0.2). It is not
diÆ ult to verify that this de nition of a solution is equivalent to the standard de nition
of the variational solution for equation (0.2) (see e.g. [27℄).
The following theorem gives the uniqueness of solutions in the above lass.
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Theorem 3.1. Let the fun tion f satisfy (0.7) and let u1 (t) and u2 (t) be two solutions of
(2.1) (in the sense of De nition 3.1). Then the following estimate is valid:

(3.2) "ku1 (t)

u2 (t)k2L2 ( ) + ku1 (t) u2 (t)k2H 1 ( ) +
N

 CeKt



+
"ku1 (0)

Z t+1

t

ku1 (s) u2(s)k2H 1 ( ) ds 

u2 (0)k2 2

L ( ) + ku1 (0)

u2 (0)k2H 1 ( )
N



+ C eKt jm1

m2 j;

for all t  0, where mi := hui (0)i, i = 1; 2, and the onstants C , K and C depend only on
f and  and are independent of " 2 [0; 1℄ and ui (0), i = 1; 2.
Proof. Sin e f 0 (v )  K , for every v 2 ( 1; 1), then

(3.3)
(f (v1) f (v2 )):(v1 v2 )  K jv1 v2 j2 8v1 ; v2 2 ( 1; 1):
We now set v(t) := u1 (t) u2 (t). This fun tion satis es the equation
(3.4) "t v + ( x )N1 t v = x v (f (u1) f (u2)) + hf (u1) f (u2)i ; n v  = 0:
Multiplying this equation by v(t), integrating over and using (3.3) and the onservation
law (2.3), we have
(3.5) t ["kv(t)k2L2( ) + kv(t)k2HN 1( ) ℄ + krx v(t)k2L2( )
 2K kvk2L2( ) + C jm1 m2 j  j hf (u1(t)) f (u2(t))ij:
Applying Gronwall's inequality, together with an appropriate interpolation inequality, to
(3.5), and using (2.21) in order to estimate the last term in the right-hand side of (3.5), we
have estimate (3.2) (analogously to (2.11) and (2.12)) and Theorem 3.1 is proven.
We are now in a position to verify the existen e of a solution for equation (2.1) in the
lass (3.1). We start with the ase " > 0.
Corollary 3.1. Let the fun tion f satisfy (0.7) and let " be stri tly positive. Then, for
every u0 2 D m
" 0 , there exists a unique solution u(t) of equation (2.1) whi h satis es estimates (2.8), (2.18), (2.24) and (2.30).
Proof. We rst assume that the initial ondition u0 2 D m
" 0 is separated from the singular
points 1 and 1 of the nonlinearity f , i.e.
(3.6)
ku0 kL1( )  1 Æ; Æ > 0:
Then, due to estimate (2.32), every solution u(t) of equation (2.1) is a priori also separated
from the singular points of the nonlinearity f . Consequently, the existen e of su h a solution
18

an be veri ed exa tly as in the ase of regular nonlinearities f (see e.g. [13℄, [15℄, [23℄ and
[25℄; see also [12℄, [17℄, [19℄ and [20℄).
We now assume that u0 2 D m" 0 , but that assumption (3.6) is not satis ed. Then we
approximate the initial ondition u0 = u0 (x) by a sequen e un0 (x) as follows:
(3.7)
un0 (x) := n u0 (x);
where 0 < n < 1 is an arbitrary sequen e su h that limn!1 n = 1. Then, obviously,
un0 2 D "n m0 and un0 satis es (3.6), with Æ = 1 n > 0. Moreover, it is not diÆ ult to
verify, noting that " > 0 and using Lebesgue's theorem, that
(3.8)
kun0 kD "n m0 ! ku0kD m" 0 as n ! 1:
Indeed, sin e " > 0, the operator (" + ( x )N1) 1 is bounded inn L2( ) and, onsequently,
in order to prove (3.8), it is suÆ ient to verify only that ku0 kH 2 ( ) ! ku0 kH 2 ( ) and
kf (un0 )kL2( ) ! kf (u0)kL2( ) as n ! 1. The rst onvergen e is obvious, thanks to
(2.7)
and the onvergen e n ! 1. The se ond one is also obvious, due to the inequalities
n
ju0 (x)j  ju0(x)j and kf (u0)kL2( ) < 1 and Lebesgue's theorem.
Let un (t) be the orresponding solution of equation (2.1) (whose existen e is proven
above). Then it follows from (3.8) that these solutions satisfy estimates (2.8), (2.18), (2.24)
and (2.30) uniformly with respe t to n. Passing to the limit n ! 1 in these estimates and
in equations (2.1) for un and using (2.30) and (3.8), we obtain the desired solution u(t).
The passage to the limit n ! 1 in equation (2.1) arises no diÆ ulty sin e, due to (2.30),
the solutions un (t) are uniformly (with respe t to n) separated from the singular points
u = 1 of the nonlinearity f if t > 0. This nishes the proof of Corollary 3.1.
We now prove the existen e of a solution of equation (2.1) in the limit ase " = 0.
Corollary 3.2. Let the fun tion f satisfy (0.7). Then the limit equation (2.1) with " = 0
possesses a unique solution u(t) in the lass (3.1) whi h satis es estimates (2.8), (2.18) and
(2.24) (with " = 0).
m
0
Proof. Let u0 belong to D m
0 . Then, obviously, u0 2 D " 0 , for every " > 0, and
(3.9)
ku0 kD m" 0  C ku0 kD m0 0 ;
where C is independent of " ! 0. We onsider a sequen e "n > 0, "n ! 0, and the
orresponding sequen e u"n (t) of solutions of equation (2.1) with " = "n , whose existen e is proven in Corollary 3.1. Then, due to (3.9), estimates (2.8), (2.18) and (2.24)
are satis ed uniformly with respe t to "n . The desired solution u(t) an be obtained by
passing
to the limit "n ! 0. Indeed, sin e the u"n are uniformly bounded in the spa e
L1 ([0; T ℄; H 2( )) \ H 1 ([0; T ℄  ), for every xed T (due to estimate (2.8)), we an assume, without loss of generality, that this sequen e onverges -weakly to some fun tion u
in this spa e. Moreover, arguing in a standard manner (see e.g. [19℄, [20℄ and [28℄), we an
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prove that f (u"n (t)) onverges -weakly to the limit fun tion f (u(t)) in L1 ([0; T ℄; L2( )).
Passing now to the limit "n ! 0 in equations (2.1) for u"n (t), we verify that the limit fun tion u(t) solves equation (2.1) with " = 0. Passing nally to the limit "n ! 0 in estimates
(2.8), (2.18) and (2.24), it follows that the limit fun tion u(t) also satis es these estimates
and belongs, in parti ular, to the spa e (3.1). This nishes the proof of Corollary 3.2.
Remark 3.2. We note that, in ontrast to the ase " > 0, we annot prove that the solution
u(t) of equation (2.1) is separated from the singular points 1 and 1 of the nonlinearity f in
the limit ase " = 0 in general (even when (3.6) is satis ed; see Se tion 6 for a dis ussion on
some parti ular ases), whi h is the main diÆ ulty in the study of global and exponential
attra tors. Nevertheless, it follows from estimate (2.24) that
(3.10)
ku(t)kL1( ) < 1; for almost every t 2 R + :
As shown in the next se tion, this will be suÆ ient to develop the theory of exponential
attra tors for this lass of equations. We note, however, that the term "t u, " > 0, in (2.1)
regularizes the lassi al Cahn-Hilliard equation (" = 0) with respe t to the separation from
the singular points (see also Se tion 6 below).
It follows from Corollaries 3.1 andm3.2 that equation (2.1) de nes solving semigroups
St ("), " 2 [0; 1℄, in the phase spa es D " 0 :
m0
0
(3.11)
St (") : D m
" ! D " ; St (")u0 := u" (t);
where u" (t) is the solution of equation (2.1) with u" (0) = u0 . Moreover, a ording to
Theorem 3.1, these semigroups are uniformly Lips hitz (with respe t to the initial data).
We onsider the spa es E (") de ned by the following norms:
(3.12)
kvk2E (") := "kvk2L2 ( ) + kvk2HN 1 ( )
(i.e., E (") = L2( ) if " > 0 and E (0) = HN 1( )). By ontinuity, the semigroups St (") an
be extended in a unique way to semigroups a ting on the larger phase spa e L m0 :
(3.13) St (") : L m0 ! L m0 ;  
1
0
L m0 := D m
" E (") = fu0 2 L ( ); ku0 kL1 ( )  1; hu0 i = m0 g;
where, for u0 2= D m" 0 , we set
(3.14)

n
St (")u0 := E (") nlim
!1 St (")u0 ;

and where un0 2 D m" 0 is an arbitrary sequenm e satisfying the ondition kun0 u0 kE (") ! 0
as n ! 1. Su3 h a sequen e exists, sin e D " 0 ontains regular fun tions w0 (x) (e.g. su h
that w0 2 C ( ), kw0 kL1( ) < 1 and hw0 i = m0 ) and these regular fun tions are dense
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in L m0 for them topology of E ("). Moreover, u" (t) := St (")u0 belongs to C ([0; T ℄; E (")), for
every u0 2 L 0 , and, due to (2.18), we have
0
(3.15)
St (") : L m0 ! D m
" ; 8t > 0:
Thus, by passing to the limit n ! 1, it is not diÆ ult to verify the formula u(t) := St (")u0 ,
whi h allows us to de ne a solution of equation (2.1) (in the sense of distributions) for every
initial datum u0 2 L m0 .
To on lude this se tion, we derive several useful properties of the semigroups onstru ted above. We start with the uniform Holder ontinuity in the C -norm.
Corollary 3.3. Let the fun tion f satisfy (0.7) and let u1 (t) := St (")u10 and u2 (t) :=
St (")u20 be two solutions of (2.1), with initial data in L m0 . Then, for every  > 0, the
following estimate is valid:
(3.16)
ku1 (t) u2 (t)kL1( )  C eKt ku1 (0) u2 (0)kE ("); 8t  ;
where the onstants C , K and are independent of ", u10 and u20 .
Proof. A ording to (2.18), we have
(3.17)
ku1(t) u2(t)kH 2 ( )  C; ; 8t  :

Estimate (3.16) is then an immediate onsequen e of Theorem 3.1, estimate (3.17) and the
following interpolation inequality:
(3.18)
kvkL1( )  C kvk1H 2 ( ) kvkHN 1 ( ) ;
for an appropriate exponent 0 < < 1, and Corollary 3.3 is proven.
The next orollary gives the uniform Lips hitz ontinuity of the solutions with respe t
to t in the HN 1 ( )-norm.
Corollary 3.4. Let the nonlinearity f satisfy (0.7) and let u" (t) := St (")u0 , u0 2 L m0 , be
a solution of (2.1). Then, for every  > 0, the following estimate holds:
(3.19)
ku"(t + s) u"(t)kE (")  C s; 8t  ; 8s 2 [0; 1℄;

where the onstant C is independent of ", t, u0 and s. Moreover
(3.20)
ku"(t + s) u" (t)kL1( )  C0 s ; 8t  ; 8s 2 [0; 1℄;
where is the same as in Corollary 3.3 and C0 is independent of ", t, u0 and s.
Proof. A ording to (2.18), we have
kt u" (t)kE (")  C1 ; 8t  ;
where C1 is independent of t, " and u0 , whi h immediately implies estimate (3.19). Estimate

(3.20) now follows from (3.19), the interpolation inequality (3.18) and the fa t that the
H 2 ( )-norm of the solutions is uniformly bounded on [; +1). This nishes the proof of
Corollary 3.4.
We nally give an estimate on the di eren e of solutions of (2.1) with " > 0 and " = 0,
respe tively, in terms of the parameter ".
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Theorem 3.2. Let f satisfy (0.7) and the initial datum u0 2 L m0 be su h that

(3.21)

H ( )+2

ku0k2 1

Z

F (u0 ) dx < 1:

Then the following estimate is valid for the solutions u" (t) := St (")u0 and u0 (t) := St (0)u0 :

(3.22)

ku"(t)

u0 (t)k2H 1 ( )  CeKt
N



H ( )+2

ku0 k2 1

Z



F (u0 ) dx "2 ;

where the onstants C and K are independent of " and u0 and F is the potential.

Thanks
to
de
nition
(3.14),
we
an
assume,
without
loss
of
generality,
that
u0 2
0
Dm
0 . Multiplying then equation (2.1) for u" (t) by t u" (t) and integrating over [0; T ℄  ,
we obtain, after standard transformations

Proof.

(3.23)
+2

krx u" (T )k2 2
Z T

0

L ( )+2

Z

F (u" (T )) dx

("kt u" (t)k2 2

2
2
L ( ) + kt u" (t)kHN 1 ( ) ) dt = krx u" (0)kL2 ( ) + 2

We now set v" (t) := u"(t)

u0 (t).

Z

F (u" (0)) dx:

This fun tion satis es the equation

(3.24) ( x )N1t v" = x v" (f (u")

f (u0 )) + hf (u" ) f (u0 )i + "t u" (t);
v" t=0 = 0:

Multiplying (3.24) by v"(t), integrating over and using inequality (3.3) and the fa t that
hv" i = 0, we obtain
(3.25) 21 t kv" (t)k2HN 1 ( ) + 12 krx v" (t)k2L2( )  K kv"(t)k2L2( ) + "2 kt u" (t)k2HN 1( ) :
Applying Gronwall's inequality to (3.25) and using (3.23) and a proper interpolation inequality, we nally derive (analogously to (2.11) and (2.12)) estimate (3.22). Theorem 3.2
is proven.
x4 Exponential attra

tors for the Cahn-Hilliard equation.

In this se tion, we apply the abstra t s heme of Se tion 1 to onstru t a robust family
of exponential attra tors for the Cahn-Hilliard equation (2.1) with singular potentials as
" ! 0. The main result of the se tion is the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.1. Let the nonlinearity f satisfy assumptions (0.7). Then, for every m0 satisfying jm0 j  1 , 0 <  < 1, there exists a robust family of exponential attra tors
M" = M"(m0 )  D m" 0 , " 2 [0; 1℄, for the semigroups (3.13) asso iated with equations
(2.1), whi h satis es the following properties:
1. Semi-invarian e: St (")M"  M" , for every t  0.
2. Uniform exponential attra tion:

(4.1)

distE (") (St (")L m0 ; M")  Ce

where the positive onstants C and
3. Finite dimensionality:

(4.2)

H

t;

are independent of ".

(M"; E ("))  M ln 1 + M 0 ;

where the onstants M and M 0 are independent of " and  > 0.
4. Continuity as " ! 0:

(4.3)

distsym;E (") (M"; M0)  C" ;

where C > 0 and 0 <  < 1 are independent of ".
Proof. We apply Theorem 1.1 in order to onstru

we set
(4.4)

B" = B0  B(R) := fu0

2 L m0 ;

t the desired family M". To this end,
L ( )+2

krx u0k2 2

Z

F (u0 ) dx  Rg;

where R > 0 is large enough so that, due to (2.18)
(4.5)
S1 (")L m0  B(R); 8" 2 [0; 1℄:
Thus, it is suÆ ient to onstru t the exponential attra tors M" in the phase spa e B(R)
instead of L m0 . Moreover, it follows from estimate (3.23) that
(4.6)
St (")B(R)  B(R); for every " 2 [0; 1℄ and t  0:
We now set S" := S1=N ("), where N 2 N is suÆ iently large and will be spe i ed below,
and verify the onditions of Theorem 1.1 for this family of maps. A ording to (4.6), the
maps S" are well de ned on B" := B(R). Moreover, sin e the H 1 -norm of u0 is uniformly
bounded on B(R), estimate (1.2) (with " repla ed by "1=2 ) is an immediate onsequen e of
de nition (3.12) of the norm in E ("). The Lips hitz ontinuity (1.7) is veri ed in Theorem
3.1. Furthermore, if we set " := Id, then estimate (1.4) is satis ed (with " repla ed by
"1=2 ), due to Theorem 3.2 and estimate (1.2). Property (1.6) is also obviously satis ed for
every Æ > 0, sin e the embedding H 1 ( )  L2( ) is ompa t.
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Thus, it remains to onstru t the1 sets C"  B" whi h possess the re urren e property
(1.5) and nd the family of spa es E (") whi h satisfy (1.1) and for whi h we have estimate
(1.3).
Let u0 2 B(R) be an arbitrary point and let u"(t) := St (")u0 be the orresponding
traje tory. Then, a ording to estimate (2.24), we have
(4.7)

Z 3=4

1=4

kf (u"(t))k2L1( ) dt  C;

where C is independent of u0 and ". Consequently, there exists a time T = T (u0 ; ") 2
[1=4; 3=4℄ su h that
kf (u"(T ))kL1( )  (2C )1=2
and, onsequently,
(4.8)
ku"(T )kL1( )  1 4Æf ;
where the stri tly positive onstant Æf depends only on C and f . Moreover, it follows from
the Holder ontinuities (3.16) and (3.20) that there exist suÆ iently small onstants s > 0
and Æ > 0 whi h are independent of ", T and u0 su h that
(4.9)
kSt (")u00 kL1( )  1 2Æf ; 8t 2 [T; T + s℄; 8u00 2 B (u0; Æ; E (")) \ B" :
Setting now
(4.10)
C" := S1=4 (")B(R) \ fv 2 L m0 ; kvkL1( )  1 2Æf g
and xing N 2 N large enough, we an prove that there exists M = M (u0; ") 2 N ,
M  N 1, su h that
(4.11)
SM=N (")(B" \ B (u0 ; Æ; E (")))  C" :
Sin e u0 2 B(R) is arbitrary, (4.11) implies the re urren e property (1.5) for the maps
S" := S1=N ("). We nally de ne the family of spa es E 1(") by the following norms:
(4.12)
ku0 k2E 1(") := "kvk2H 1 ( ) + kvk2L2( )
(i.e., E 1(") = H 1 ( ) if " > 0 and E 1 (0) = L2( )). Then the entropy ondition (1.1) is also,
obviously, satis ed and it only remains to verify the uniform smoothing property (1.3). Let
u0 2 C" be an arbitrary point and let u" (t) := St (")u0 be the orresponding solution. Then,
sin e C"  S1=4(")B(R), we have, thanks to the Holder ontinuity (3.20) and assuming that
N is large enough
(4.13)
ku" (t)kL1( )  1 Æf ; 8t 2 [0; 1=N ℄:
Thus, in order to verify assumption (1.3), it suÆ es to prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.1. Let the above assumptions hold and let u1" (t) and u2" (t) be two solutions of
(2.1) whi h satisfy the inequality
(4.14)
kui"(t)kL1( )  1 Æ; 8t 2 [0; 1=N ℄;
for i = 1; 2 and for some onstant Æ 2℄0; 1[. Then the following estimate holds:
(4.15)
tku1" (t) u2" (t)k2E 1 (")  CÆ eKt ku1" (0) u2" (0)k2E (") ; 8t 2 [0; 1=N ℄;
where the onstants CÆ and K are independent of ".
Proof. The fun tion v" (t) := u1" (t) u2" (t) is solution of the equation
(4.16)
"t v" + ( x )N1 t v" = x v" l" v" + hl" v" i ;
where l"(t) := R01 f 0 (su1(t) + (1 s)u2(t)) ds satis es, in view of (4.14)
(4.17)
kl"(t)kL1( )  CÆ ; 8t 2 [0; 1=N ℄;
for some onstant CÆ whi h is independent of ". Multiplying equation (4.16) by tx v" (t),

integrating over and using (4.17), we nd, after simple al ulations
1 t [tkv"(t)k2 1 ℄  C 0 tkv"(t)k2 2 + 1 kv"(t)k2 1 ;
(4.18)
Æ
E (")
E (")
L( ) 2
2
where t  1=N and CÆ0 is independent of ". Applying Gronwall's inequality to (4.18) and
using (3.2) in order to estimate the right-hand side of (4.18), we then obtain estimate (4.15)
and Lemma 4.1 is proven.
Thus, all the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are satis ed for the dis rete maps S" :=
S1=N (") and, onsequently, there exists a uniform family of dis rete exponential attra tors
Md"  S1=N B"  D m" 0 for the maps S" , whi h satisi es all the assertions of Theorem 4.1.
The desired family of exponential attra tors for the ontinuous semigroups St (") an be
now onstru ted by the following standard expression:
(4.19)
M" := [t2[0;1=N ℄St (")Md" :
Sin e the semigroups St (") are uniformly (with respe t to t and u0 ) Lips hitz on D m" 0 ,
(4.19) de nes indeed the desired family of exponential attra tors (see [38℄ for details) and
Theorem 4.1 is proven.
Remark 4.1. Sin e all the exponential attra tors M" are uniformly bounded in H 2 ( ),
it follows from the interpolation inequality (3.18) that estimates (4.1){(4.3) remain valid
(with di erent onstants) if we repla e the spa es E (") by the spa e L1 ( ). Thus, the
family M" , " 2 [0; 1℄, is a robust family of exponential attra tors for problems (2.1) in the
spa e L1 ( ) as well.
Remark 4.2. We re all that an exponential attra tor always ontains the global attra tor.
Consequently, Theorem 4.1 implies the existen e of the nite dimensional global attra tors
A" = A"(m0 ) for the semigroups (3.13) asso iated with equations (2.1) and the following
uniform estimate on their fra tal dimension holds:
(4.20)
dimF (A"; L1 ( ))  C < 1;
where the onstant C is independent of " 2 [0; 1℄.
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x5 Dependen

m0 .
tors A" = A"(m0 ) and of the

e of the attra tors on the average

In this se tion, we study the dependen e of the global attra
exponential attra tors M" = M"(m0 ) of the semigroups (3.13) asso iated with problems
(2.1) on the average m0 of the initial datum (de ned in (2.4)). We rst note that all the
estimates obtained in Se tions 2 and 3 depend on the parameter  > 0 introdu ed in (2.4).
Furthermore, all these estimates diverge as  ! 0. Therefore, estimates (4.1){(4.3) for
the exponential attra tors M"(m0 ) also a priori diverge as jm0 j ! 1. Nevertheless, it is
possible to obtain a uniform (with respe t to m0 ) family of exponential attra tors M" (m0 )
based on the following simple proposition whi h shows that equation (2.1) is uniformly
exponentially stable if jm0 j is large enough.
Proposition 5.1. Let the nonlinearity f satisfy assumptions (0.7) and let, in addition,
the average m0 := hu0 i of the initial datum u0 satisfy the ondition jm0 j  M0 , where
M0 < 1 is de ned by formula (A.2). Then there holds the following estimate on the solution
u(t) := St (")u0 of problem (2.1):
(5.1)
ku(t) m0 k2E (")  Ce t ku0 m0 k2E (") ;
where the positive onstants C and are independent of u0 , " and m0 .
Proof. Multiplying equation (2.1) by w(t) := u(t) m0 , integrating over
hw(t)i = 0, we have

and employing

Z
1
2
2
(5.2) 2 t kw(t)kE (") + krx w(t)kL2( ) + (f (u(t)) f (m0)):(u(t) m0 ) dx = 0:
Sin e jm0 j  M0, estimate (A.1) implies that the last term in (5.2) is nonnegative and,
onsequently
1 t kw(t)k2 + krx w(t)k2 2  0:
(5.3)
E (")
L( )
2
Moreover, sin e hwi = 0, then kwkE (")  krx wkL2( ) , for some positive onstant 
depending only on . Applying Gronwall's inequality to (5.3), we nally obtain estimate
(5.1) and Proposition 5.1 is proven.
We note that, obviously, u(t)  m0 solves (2.1). Thus, Proposition 5.1 implies that
every solution u(t) of this equation onverges to this spatially homogeneous equilibrium
exponentially if jm0 j  M0. Therefore
(5.4)
A"(m0 ) = fm0 g if jm0j  M0:
Moreover, this attra tor is exponential and is independent of ". Consequently, we an
rede ne the family of exponential attra tors M"(m0 ) onstru ted in Theorem 4.1 as follows:

if jm0 j  M0;
" (m0 )
(5.5)
M "(m0 ) := M
fm0 g
if jm0 j > M0;
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and the family of exponential attra tors that we obtain is uniform with respe t to m0 (i.e.
all the onstants in estimates (4.1){(4.3) are independent of m0 2 ( 1; 1)). In order to
simplify the notations, we write below M"(m0 ) again instead of M "(m0 ).
Using the exponential attra tors onstru ted above, we are now in a position to prove
the existen e of the universal (global) attra tor Af" for equation (2.1), whi h attra ts all
the solutions of this equation with all possible averages m0 2 [ 1; 1℄. To this end, we rst
extend the a tion of the semigroups (3.13) to the points u0  1 by the following natural
formula:
(5.6)
St (")(1) := 1:
Employing this extension, the semigroups (3.13) will a t on the whole unit ball of L1 ( ):
(5.7)
St (") : L ! L ; L := B (0; 1; L1( )) = [m0 2[ 1;1℄ L m0 :
The main result of this se tion is the following theorem whi h establishes the existen e of
the nite dimensional global attra tor Af" for St (").
Theorem 5.1. Let the nonlinearity f satisfy assumptions (0.7) and let the set L be endof"
wed with the topology of E ("). Then the semigroup (5.7) possesses the global attra tor A
whi h has the following stru ture:

(5.8)

Af" = [m0 2[

1;1℄A" (m0 ):

Moreover, its fra tal dimension is nite and uniformly bounded with respe t to ":

dimF (Af"; L1 ( ))  C;
where C is independent of " 2 [0; 1℄.
f" for the semigroup St (")
Proof. We rst prove the existen e of the global attra tor A
de ned by (5.7). To this end, we note that, due to Proposition 5.1, it is suÆ ient to verify
the existen e of the global attra tor only for the following restri tion of the semigroup (5.7):
(5.10)
St (") : L M0 ! L M0 ; L M0 := [jm0 jM0 L m0 ;
where M0 < 1 is de ned in (A.2). It remains to note that the semigroup (5.10) is Holder
ontinuous for the E (")-metri (due to estimate (3.2)) and possesses a ompa t absorbing
set (due to estimate (2.18)). Consequently, a ording to the standard existen e theorem
(see e.g. [17℄, [27℄, [31℄, [41℄, [42℄ and [43℄), the semigroup possesses a ompa t global
attra tor. Thus, the existen e of Af" is veri ed. Des ription (5.8) now follows from the
general fa t that the global attra tor is generated by all the omplete bounded traje tories
of the orresponding semigroup. So, it only remains to verify the nite dimensionality
(5.9). To this end, we need the following lemma.
(5.9)
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Lemma 5.1. Let the above assumptions hold. Then, for every m1 ; m2 2 [ M0 ; M0℄ with
m1 6= m2 , the following estimate holds:

(5.11)

distL1( ) (St (")L m1 ; M"(m2 ))  C jm1

m2 j ;

8t  1 + L ln jm 2 m j ;
1
2

where the positive onstants , C and L are independent of t, " and m1 ; m2 .
Proof. Let u0 2 L m1 be an arbitrary point. Then, obviously, v0 := u0 + m2

m1 2 L m2

and, a ording to estimate (3.2), we have
(5.12)
ku(t) v(t)kE (")  CeKt jm1 m2 j1=2;
where u(t) := St (")u0 , v(t) := St (")v0 and the onstants K and C are independent of ".
On the other hand, sin e M"(m2 ) is an exponential attra tor in L m2 , then, due to (4.1),
we have
(5.13)
distE (") (v(t); M"(m2))  Ce t ; > 0;
and, onsequently,
(5.14)
distE (") (St (")L m1 ; M"(m2 ))  C (eKt jm1 m2 j1=2 + e t ):
Setting now t = T := 2(K1+ ) ln jm1 2 m2j + 1, we obtain
(5.15)
distE (") (ST (")L m1 ; M"(m2 ))  C 0 jm1 m2 j 1 ;
where 1 := 2(K + ) and the onstant C 0 is independent of " and m1 ; m2 . Moreover, due
to estimate (2.18) and to the interpolation inequality (3.18), it follows from (5.15) that
(5.16)
distL1( ) (ST (")L m1 ; M"(m2 ))  C 00 jm1 m2 j 1 ;
where is de ned in (3.18). Finally, sin e St (")L m1  L m1 for t  0, (5.16) implies
estimate (5.11), for every t  T , whi h nishes the proof of Lemma 5.1.
We are now in a position to verify the nite dimensionality of the attra tor Af" and nish
the proof of Theorem 5.1. To this end, we note that, due to Proposition 5.1 and formula
(5.4), it is suÆ ient to verify the nite dimensionality of the following set:
(5.17)
Af" (M0) := [jm0 jM0 A" (m0):
Moreover, it follows from estimate (5.11) and the embedding A"(m1 )  St (")L m1 for every
t  0, that
(5.18)
distL1( ) (A"(m1 ); M"(m2 ))  C jm1 m2 j ;
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for every m1 ; m2 2 [ M0 ; M0℄. Now, let us x an arbitrary  > 0 and let V  [ M0 ; M0℄
be a (=2C )1= -net of the interval [ M0; M0℄. For every m 2 V , we also x a =2-net
W;m  M" (m) of the exponential attra tor M" (m) for the metri of L1 ( ) (whi h exists,
thanks to Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.1). Then, a ording to (5.18), the system of -balls
entered at the points of [m2V W;m overs the set (5.17). Therefore, due to estimate
(4.2) and Remark 4.1, we have
(5.19)

H



Af" (M0); L1( )  H (=2C )1= ([ M0; M0℄; R) + M ln 21 + M 0 ;


whi h implies the uniform (with respe t to " 2 [0; 1℄) nite dimensionality of the set (5.17)
and nishes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Remark 5.1. We re all that Theorem 3.1 gives the Lips hitz ontinuity of the semigroup
St (") with respe t to initial data belonging to L m0 with the same average only, whereas for
initial data with di erent averages, we only have Holder ontinuity with Holder exponent
1=2. That is the reason why we annot apply the results of Se tion 1 in order to onstru t
exponential attra tors for the semigroup (5.10) and verify in this way that the global
attra tor is nite dimensional. Therefore, we have to use di erent arguments in the proof
of Theorem 5.1 in order to verify this property.
Remark 5.2. Analogously to formula (5.8), we an try to onstru t a robust (with respe t
to ") family of exponential attra tors for the semigroups (5.7) in the following \naive" way:
(5.20)

g" := [m 2[
M
0

1;1℄M" (m0 ):

Then the uniform exponential attra tion property provided by estimates (4.1) and (4.3),
i.e., ontinuity as " ! 0, will obviously be satis ed for this family of \exponential attra tors". Unfortunately, de nition (5.20) does not allow to ontrol the fra tal dimension of
these attra tors and, therefore, does not allow to onstru t exponential attra tors for the
semigroups (5.7). Nevertheless, there exists a slightly more sophisti ated way to onstru t
g" for the semigroups (5.7),
a robust (with respe t to ") family of exponential attra tors M
based on the exponential attra tors M"(m0 ) onstru ted above, namely, by employing
(5.21)

0
g

M" := [1
n=1 Sn (")





h

i

0
l
g" := M
g"
[2l=Kn2Kn M" ( 2Kn
) ; M
:
L1 ( )

Indeed, by standard arguments, it an be veri ed that de nition (5.21) gives a family of
exponential attra tors for the semigroups (5.7), whi h satis es (4.1){(4.3), uniformly with
respe t to " if the onstant K is large enough. We will give the details of the proof of this
result in a forth oming arti le.
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x6 Uniform L1 -bounds on the exponential attra

tors.

In this on luding se tion, we dis uss the problem of obtaining uniform (with respe t to
") L1 -bounds on the solutions of problem (2.1) as in (2.32), whi h allow to separate the
solutions of equation (2.1) from the singular points 1 of the nonlinearity f . Estimates of
this type are ru ial for the study of equations of the type (0.1) with singular potentials,
sin e they allow to redu e the problem to one with regular potentials, whose theory is now
developed (see e.g. [12℄, [17℄, [19℄, [22℄, [26℄, [27℄ and the referen es therein). Unfortunately,
in the three-dimensional ase (even for the logarithmi nonlinearities (0.3)), we are not able
to obtain su h estimates for general nonlinearities f satisfying (0.7). Nevertheless, in this
se tion, we obtain su h estimates when f has a suÆ iently strong singularity at u = 1
and we also dis uss the ase of lower dimensions dim < 3. We begin with the following
result.
Theorem 6.1. Let the nonlinearity f satisfy (0.7) together with the following additional
assumption:

jf 0(u)j  C (jf (u)j2 + 1):

(6.1)

Then, for every  > 0, there exists a positive onstant Æ
" 2 [0; 1℄ su h that

= Æ; whi h is independent of

(6.2)

ku(t)kL1( )  1 Æ; 8t  ;
for every solution u(t) of (2.1) with j hu0 i j  1 .

Due to estimate (2.18), we an assume, without loss of generality, that u0 2 D m" 0
and that its norm in this spa e is uniformly bounded. Moreover, due to estimate (2.35),
we an also assume that
Proof.

(6.3)

Z t+1

t

kf (u(s))k8L1( ) ds  C; ; 8t  0:

Then assumption (6.1) implies that
0 ; 8t  0:
(6.4)
kf 0 (u)kL4([t;t+1℄;L1( ))  C;
We now rewrite equation (2.10) for (t) := t u(t) as follows:
(6.5) "t  + ( x )N1 t  x  = Hu := hf 0(u)i f 0(u);

= 0:
We then estimate the L2-norm of the fun tion Hu (t). To this end, we note that, due to
estimate (2.8), we have
00 ; 8t  0;
(6.6)
kkL1([t;t+1℄;HN 1( )) + kkL2 ([t;t+1℄;H 1( ))  C;
 t=0 = 0 ; n  
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and, onsequently,
000 ; 8t  0;
(6.7) kk2L4([t;t+1℄;L2( ))  C kkL1 ([t;t+1℄;HN 1( )) kkL2 ([t;t+1℄;H 1( ))  C;

due to a proper interpolation inequality. Estimates (6.4) and (6.7), together with Holder's
inequality, imply that
(6.8)

kHukL2 ([t;t+1℄ )  K;; 8t  0;

where the onstant K; is independent of " and t. Multiplying equation (6.5) by tx (t),
integrating over and using estimates (6.6) and (6.8), we obtain, after some al ulations
0 ;
tkt u(t)k2L2 ( )  K;

(6.9)

8t  0;

0 is also independent of " and t. Arguing nally as in the proof of Corollary
where K;
2.2, but using (6.9) in order to estimate the fun tion h~ (t) (de ned in (2.25)), we obtain
0 whi h is independent of ".
the analogue of estimate (2.33), but with a onstant C;
Consequently, estimates (2.28) and (A.16) imply (6.2), whi h nishes the proof of Theorem
6.1.

Corollary 6.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 be satis ed. Then the exponential
attra tors M" = M" (m0 ), " 2 [0; 1℄, jm0 j  1 , onstru ted in Theorem 4.1 satisfy

(6.10)

kM"kL1( )  1 Æ ;

where the positive onstant Æ is independent of " 2 [0; 1℄.

Inequality (6.10) is an immediate onsequen e of (6.2) and of the fa t that M"(m0 ) 

S1=N (")L m0 .

Remark 6.1.

nearities:
(6.11)

Assumption (6.1) is satis ed, for instan e, for the following lass of nonli-

f (u) =

(u)
(1 u2 ) ;

where  2 C 1 ([ 1; 1℄); (1) 6= 0 and  1:

Consequently, we have estimate (6.2) in that ase. Moreover, we an slightly relax assumption (6.11) (say, up to > 37 instead of  1). Nevertheless, we do not know how to adapt
this s heme for obtaining estimate (6.2) for the logarithmi nonlinearities (0.3) whi h are
the most important ones from the physi al point of view (see [2℄).
To on lude, we brie y onsider the ase of lower dimensions dim < 3. We start with
the simplest ase, dim = 1.
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Proposition 6.1. Let dim = 1 and let the nonlinearity f satisfy assumptions (0.7).
Then every solution u(t) of equation (2.1) satis es estimate (6.2).
Proof. Sin e in one spa e dimension we have the Sobolev embedding H 1 ( )  C ( ), the
uniform (with respe t to ") analogue of estimate (2.33) follows from estimate (2.18) whi h
gives uniform bounds on kt u(t)kHN 1 ( ) . Arguing now as in the proof of Corollary 2.2, we

derive estimate (6.2) and nish the proof of Proposition 6.1.
Thus, in one spa e dimension we have estimates (6.2) and (6.10) for all the admissible
nonlinearities f , in parti ular, for the logarithmi nonlinearities (0.3).
We now onsider the ase dim = 2. In that ase, we do not have the embedding
1
H ( )  C ( ) and, onsequently, we are not able to obtain estimate (6.2) for all the
nonlinearities satisfying (0.7). Nevertheless, using the embedding of H 1 ( ) into an appropriate Orli z spa e, we obtain this result for a wide lass of nonlinearities, whi h in ludes
the logarithmi nonlinearities (0.3).
Theorem 6.2. We assume that dim = 2 and that the nonlinearity f satis es assumptions (0.7) and the following additional ondition:
jf 0(u)j  eC1 jf (u)j+C2 ;

(6.12)

with some positive onstants C1 and C2 . Then every solution u(t) of equation (2.1) satis es
estimate (6.2).

The proof of this result is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. We assume that dim = 2 and that the nonlinearity f satis es assumptions
(0.7). Then, for every L > 0 and every  > 0, the following estimate holds:
(6.13)

Z

[t;t+1℄

eLjf (u(s))j dx ds  CL;; ;

where t   and the onstant C is independent of " and of the initial datum u0 satisfying
j hu0 i j  1 .
Proof. Let u(t) be an arbitrary solution of (2.1). Then, due to estimates (2.18), (2.24) and
(3.10), there exists a stri tly positive onstant = u   su h that

(6.14)
ku( )kD m" 0  C; and ku( )kL1( )  1 Æ; ;
where the positive onstants Æ; and C; are independent of " and u(t). We now rewrite
equation (2.1) in the form (2.25). Then, due to estimate (2.8), the fun tion h~ (t) in (2.25)
satis es
0 ; 8t  ;
(6.15)
kh~ (t)kH 1 ( )  C;
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0 is independent of ". We an also assume, without loss of generality, that
where C;

(6.16)
f 0 (v )  0; 8v 2 ( 1; 1)
sin e otherwise it is suÆ ient to add the term Ku to both parts of equation (2.25), where
K is suÆ iently large, and onsider the new fun tion f~(u) := f (u)+ Ku whi h now satis es
assumption (6.16).
Let L > 0 be an arbitrary positive number. We multiply (2.25) by f (u(t))eLjf (u(t))j,
integrate over [ ;  + 1℄  and, after elementary transformations, have
(6.17)

"

Z

FL (u( + 1)) dx +

+

Z

Z

[ ;+1℄

[ ;Z+1℄

="

jrx u(t)j2f 0 (u(t))[1 + Ljf (u(t))j℄eLjf (u(t))j dx dt

jf (u(t))j2eLjf (u(t))j dx dt

FL (u(

)) dx +

Z

[ ;+1℄

h~ (t)f (u(t))eLjf (u(t))j dx dt;

where FL (v) := R0v zeLjzj dz. Sin e f 0 (v)  0, (6.14) and (6.17) imply the estimate
(6.18)

Z

[ ;+1℄

jf (u(t))j2eLjf (u(t))j dx dt
 CL;; +

Z

[ ;+1℄

jh~ (t)j  jf (u(t))jeLjf (u(t))j dx dt;

where the onstant CL;; is independent of ". In order to estimate the last term in the
right-hand side of (6.18), we use the following version of Young's inequality:
(6.19)
a  b  (a) + (b); 8a; b  0;
where
(6.20)
(s) := es s 1; (s) := (s + 1) ln(1 + s) s;
see e.g. [44℄, [45℄ and [46℄. Applying this inequality to a := N jh~ (t)j and
b := N 1 jf (u(t))jeLjf (u(t))j;

where N = N (L) is suÆ iently large, we obtain
(6.21)
jh~ (t)j  jf (u(t))jeLjf (u(t))j  12 jf (u(t))j2eLjf (u(t))j + eN jh~ (t)j + C;
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where C is independent of " and u(t). Thus, inserting (6.21) into the right-hand side of
(6.18), we have
(6.22)

Z

[ ;+1℄

jf (u(t))j2eLjf (u(t))j dx dt  2

Z

[ ;+1℄

0 :
eN jh~ (t)j dx dt + C;;L

We now re all that, due to the Orli z embedding theorem (see e.g. [44℄ and [46℄), we have
the estimate
Z

(6.23)
for every v 2 H 1 ( ), where
(6.23) nally imply that
(6.24)

2
eN jv(x)j dx  e N (kvkH 1 ( ) +1) ;

N

Z

[ ;+1℄

only depends on N and . Estimates (6.15), (6.22) and
00 ;
jf (u(t))j2eLjf (u(t))j dx dt  C;;L

00 is independent of " 2 [0; 1℄. Estimate (6.24) implies (6.13) for
where the onstant C;;L
t = , whi h, in turn, implies estimate (6.13) for every t   by employing an appropriate
time shift. This nishes the proof of Lemma 6.1.
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 6.2. Indeed, estimates (6.12) and (6.13)
imply that, for every p  1, there exists a onstant Cp;; whi h is independent of " su h
that
(6.25)
kf 0(u)kLp([t;t+1℄ )  Cp;; ; 8t  :
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 6.1, but using now estimate (6.25) instead of (6.4),
we an easily verify the analogues of estimates (6.8) and (6.9) and nish the proof of
Theorem 6.2.
Corollary 6.2. In the ase dim = 2, every solution u(t) of equation (2.1) with a logarithmi nonlinearity (0.3) satis es estimate (6.2) and, onsequently, the exponential attra tors
M"(m0 ) for this equation onstru ted in Theorem 4.1 satisfy estimate (6.10).
Indeed, for dim = 2, any fun tion of the form (0.3) satis es ondition (6.12) of Theorem
6.2.
Remark 6.1. Sin e the nonlinearities (0.3) belong to C 1 ( 1; 1) and the domain with
dim = 2 is smooth, estimate (6.2) implies the smoothing property
(6.26)
St (") : L m0 ! C 1 ( )
and, onsequently, M"(m0 ) is uniformly bounded (with respe t to ") in C 1 ( ).
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Appendix. Some auxiliary estimates.

In this appendix, we formulate and prove several properties on the singular intera tion
fun tion f (u), whi h are essential in our study of the Cahn-Hilliard equation (0.2). We
begin with the following proposition.
Proposition A.1. Let the fun tion f 2 C 1 ( 1; 1) satisfy assumptions (0.7). Then:
1. For every m 2 ( 1; 1), there exists a onstant Cm , Cm  C (where C is independent
of m) su h that

(A.1)

[ f (m + v )

f (m)℄:v  Cm jv j2 ; for every v 2 (

In parti ular, if jmj  M0 , where

(A.2)

M0 := maxfjwj

: 9z 2 ( 1; 1); f (z) = f (w)

1

m; 1 m):

and f 0 (z ) = 0g < 1;

then Cm = 0.
R
2. Let F (u) := 0u f (v ) dv be the potential. Then, for every m
( 1 m; 1 m), the following estimate holds:

(A.3)

2 ( 1; 1) and w 2

F (m + w)  f (m + w):w + F (m) + C;

where the onstant C is independent of m and w.
0 su h that
3. For every m 2 ( 1; 1), there exist positive onstants Cm and Cm
(A.4)
jf (v + m)j  Cm f (v + m)  v + C 0 ;
m

for every v 2 ( 1 m; 1 m).
Proof. Due to assumption (0:7)2, we have f 0 (v )  C , for every v 2 ( 1; 1), whi h immediately implies estimate (A.1). Let us now verify that Cm = 0, if jmj  M0. We rst note
that M0 < 1, due to assumption (0:7)2. Let us assume that m  M0 (the ase m  M0
an be treated analogously). Then the fun tion f is monotoni (f 0  0) on the interval
[m; 1) and, onsequently,

(A.5)
f (m + v ) f (m)  0; 8v  0; m + v < 1:
On the other hand, it follows from the de nition of M0 that f (m)  f (z) for every z  m,
if m  M0, and, onsequently,
(A.6)
f (m + v ) f (m)  0; 8v  0; v + m > 1:
Estimates (A.5) and (A.6) imply that (A.1) holds with Cm = 0.
Let us now verify estimate (A.3). To this end, we re all that, due to onditions (0.7),
the fun tion f an be split as follows:
(A.7)
f = f0 + ;
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where f0 is monotoni (f00 0  0) and  is bounded on ( 1; 1). We an thus assume, without
loss of generality, that f (u)  0; 8u 2 ( 1; 1). In that ase, (A.3) is an immediate
onsequen e of the following formula:
Z 1
F (m + w) F (m) f (m + w):w = sf 0 (m + sw)jwj2 ds  0:
0
Let us now verify estimate (A.4). We only onsider the ase m  0 (the ase m < 0 an
be treated analogously). Moreover, due to the splitting (A.7), we an also assume that f
is monotoni and that f (0) = 0. Then we have two possibilities:
1: m + v 2 [ 1 + m=2; (1 + m)=2℄; 2: m + v 2= [ 1 + m=2; (1 + m)=2℄:
In the rst ase, the value m + v is separated from the singular points of the nonlinearity
f and, onsequently,
jf (v + m)j  Cm0 ;
where Cm0 is independent of v. In the se ond ase, we have jvj > (1 m)=2 and v (m+v) > 0.
Noting that v  f (v + m)  0, we nd the estimate
jf (v + m)j  1 2 m f (v + m)  v;
whi h nishes the proof of estimate (A.4) and Proposition A.1 is proven.
The next proposition allows us to estimate the average of f (v(x)) in terms of L1 -bounds
of f (v(x)) hf (v)i and of the average of v.
Proposition A.2. Let the fun tion f satisfy (0.7), be a bounded domain in R n and the
fun tions v 2 L1 ( ), kv kL1 ( )  1, f (v ) 2 L1 ( ), and  2 L1 ( ) satisfy
(A.8)
f (v (x)) hf (v )i = (x); j hv i j  1 Æ; x 2 ;
with some Æ > 0. Then there exist positive onstants CÆ and CÆ0 (depending only on Æ , f
and ) su h that

(A.9)

j hf (v)ij  CÆ kkL1( ) + CÆ0 :

We set m := hvi and w := v m. Multiplying equation (A.8) by w, integrating over
and employing kwkL1( )  2, we have
Z
(A.10)
f (m + w(x))  w(x) dx  2kkL1 ( ) :
Estimate (A.9) is then an immediate onsequen e of (A.4) and (A.10) and Proposition A.2
is proven.
To on lude, we obtain several estimates on the solutions of the following ODE, whi h are
ne essary to apply the omparison prin iple to the Cahn-Hilliard equation (see Se tion 2):
(A.11)
"y 0 + f (y ) = h; y (0) = y0 ; jy0 j < 1:
We begin with the following result.

Proof.
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Proposition A.3. Let the fun tion f satisfy (0.7) and let us assume that "  0 and that

(A.12)

jy0j  1 Æ0

and h 2 L1 ([0; T ℄);

with some positive onstants Æ0 and T . Then there exists a onstant Æ = Æ (Æ0 ; khkL1 ([0;T ℄))>
0 whi h is independent of " and T , su h that

(A.13)
jy(t)j  1 Æ; 8t 2 [0; T ℄:
This assertion is a onsequen e of (0:7)1 and of the omparison prin iple for the solutions
of rst-order ODEs.
We also formulate the following version of the \smoothing" property.
Proposition A.4. Let the nonlinearity f satisfy (0.7) and let, in addition, h belong to
L2 ([0; T ℄). Then every solution y (t) of equation (A.11) satis es
Z T

(A.14)

0

tjf (y (t))j2 dt  CT (1 + khk2L2 ([0;T ℄));

where the onstant CT is independent of "  0 and y (0).
Proof.

Multiplying equation (A.11) by tf (y(t)) and integrating over [0; T ℄, we have

Z T
Z T
Z T
1
1
2
2
(A.15)
"T F (y (T )) +
2 0 tjf (y(t))j dt  " 0 F (y(t)) dt + 2 0 tjh(t)j dt:
We note that, due to assumptions (0.7), we have F (u)  C . So, it only remains to estimate
the rst integral in the right-hand side of (A.15). To this end, we multiply equation (A.11)
by y(t), integrate over [0; T ℄ and note that jy(t)j  1 to obtain the estimate
Z T

"

Z T

h(t):y (t) dt  CT0 (1 + khk2L2 ([0;T ℄));
2
0
0
where CT0 is independent of ". Combining this estimate with (A.3) and (A.15), we derive
(A.14) and Proposition A.4 is proven.
Combining Propositions A.3 and A.4, we have the following result.
Corollary A.1. Let the nonlinearity f satisfy (0.7) and let h belong to L1 ([0; T ℄). Then,
for every  > 0, there exists a onstant Æ = Æ (; khkL1 ([0;T ℄)) > 0 whi h is independent of
", T and y (0), su h that
(A.16)
jy(t)j < 1 Æ; 8t 2 [; T ℄:
f (y (t)):y (t) dt =

(y(0)2

y (T )2 ) +
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Indeed, it follows from estimate (A.14) that there exist a time T 2 [=2; ℄ and a
onstant K = K (; khkL2([0;T ℄)) su h that
jf (y(T))j  K
and, onsequently, there exists Æ0 = Æ0 (f; K ) > 0 su h that jy(T )j  1 Æ0 . Estimate
(A.16) is now a onsequen e of Proposition A.3.
Remark A.1. It is not diÆ ult to verify that, for every y (0) satisfying jy (0)j < 1, there
exists a unique solution y(t) of problem (A.11), whi h satis es jy(t)j < 1 for every t 2 R .
Remark A.2. If, under the assumptions of Proposition A.4, we have, in addition, h 2
Lp ([0; T ℄) for some p > 2, then, multiplying equation (A.11) by f (y (t))jf (y (t))jp 2 and
arguing analogously, we an prove that, for every  > 0, the following estimate holds:
(A.17)

Z T



jf (y(t))jp dt  C (1 + khkpLp([0;T ℄));

where the onstant C is independent of " and y(t).
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